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               elcome to the sixth edition of the Global  
Tourism Economic Forum (“GTEF”) in Macao.

As global interaction deepens, and as our cross-region, 
cross-border digitalized society drives multicultural  
development, we become a community of common des-
tiny. Our nation’s active advocacy of the Belt and Road  
Initiative and promotion of regional collaboration have 
created a common platform for the Belt and Road  
countries to achieve strategic compatibility and comple-
mentary advantages, optimizing conditions for global 
sustainable development. Tourism is highly inclusive and 
diversified, and offers abundant opportunities for multi-in-
dustry cooperation. Through regional collaboration,  
tourism will generate synergies and further deepen  
global economic development.

Macao Special Administrative Region plays an import-
ant role in the Belt and Road Initiative, has been officially  
included in our nation’s plan for the development of a city 
cluster in the Guangdong-Hong Kong-Macao Greater  
Bay Area, and is positioned to build “One Centre  
One Platform.” Having successfully held the first five 
editions of GTEF and continuing to stay on the pulse 
of new trends in the global tourism economic develop-
ment, Macao has gained extensive international attention 
and high-level acknowledgment and support from the  
Central Government. This has given significant encour-
agement to the city in its efforts to become a World Centre 
of Tourism and Leisure, and to further unleash its strate-
gic functions and unique advantages to create even more  
opportunities ahead.

Themed as “Regional Collaboration Towards A Better  
Future”, GTEF 2017 wholeheartedly supports our nation’s  
Belt and Road Initiative and fully leverages Macao’s role 
as a platform that connects China and with the rest of  
the world, facilitating exchanges among stakeholders,  
inspiring innovations, grasping opportunities from  
global economic growth opportunities, and sharing  
mutually beneficial, win-win cooperation results.

My sincere wish for a very successful Global Tourism  
Economy Forum˙Macao 2017.

W

HO HAU WAH⡦⾩ꖰ
Vice Chairman of the National  
Committee of the Chinese People’s 
Political Consultative Conference,  
Forum Chairman of Global Tourism 
Economy Forum

⚥㕜➃字佟屛⼿㉂剚陾㕜㨽㆞剚ⶰ⚺䌏⚆歲假麉竤憘锸㠢㣐剚⚺䌏
Vice-Presidente da Conferência 
Consultiva Política do Povo Chinês, 
Presidente do Fórum de Economia de 
Turismo Global
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             o all our guests, it is with great pleasure that we 
welcome you to the sixth edition of the Global Tourism  
Economy Forum. I would like to extend my sincerest 
thanks to each and every one of you for your kindest  
support and participation.

Thanks to the collaborative efforts of different entities, 
Macao has presented five remarkable editions of the  
Forum with its scale and impact mounting year by year. 
To respond to the “16+1” economic framework between 
China and the Central and Eastern European Countries, 
we have invited the sixteen Central and Eastern European 
Countries to the Forum this year as the Partner Countries 
and Guizhou Province as the Partner Province, with our 
unyielding dedication to build an advanced platform of  
regional collaboration for delegates from China and 
around the world.

Throughout the history, Macao has been a major bridge 
stretching across East and West, making a myriad of  
cultural and economic interchanges happen. Our  
commitment to regional collaboration and integration 
is pivotal like a compass that guides the navigation of  
Macao’s tourism industry towards sustainable develop-
ment. Over the years, the Macao Special Administrative 
Region Government has been actively engaging in the 
work of international tourism organizations. With the 
Forum staged in Macao, stakeholders across the global 
tourism industry can capitalize on this unique platform for 
exchange and cooperation. We look forward to unfolding  
new opportunities for delegates worldwide to build  
closer partnerships and forge regional collaboration  
towards a better future.

I sincerely wish the Global Tourism Economy  
Forum˙Macao 2017 will accomplish an unparalleled success.

T

ALEXIS TAM CHON WENG陓⤧囙
Secretary for Social Affairs and Culture  
of the Macao Special Administrative 
Region Government,
Executive Chairman of Global Tourism 
Economy Forum

慍暶ⴽ遤佟⼦佟䏎爢剚俒⻋Ꟁ⚆歲假麉竤憘锸㠢㣐剚㛂遤⚺䌏
Secretário para os Assuntos Sociais e Cultura 
do Governo da Região Administrativa 
Especial de Macau e Presidente Executivo 
do Fórum de Economia de Turismo Global
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y warmest welcome to the sixth edition of 
the Global Tourism Economy Forum (“GTEF”) in Macao. 

Created to champion sustainable development of global 
tourism with a focus on China, the Global Tourism Economy  
Research Centre (“Research Centre”) is committed to 
supporting the spirit and intention of China’s Belt and 
Road Initiative to drive peace and cooperation, openness 
and inclusiveness, mutual learning and mutual benefit. 

Premier Li Keqiang’s remarks last year, citing GTEF as one 
of the 19 major initiatives and undertakings of the Macao 
SAR Government that the Central Government will grant 
full support to, has greatly encouraged the Research  
Centre to continue to use the GTEF platform to gather 
tourism stakeholders in Macao to examine challenges 
and opportunities in the global travel economy, and to  
promote Macao as the city devotes its effort in building a 
World Centre of Tourism and Leisure. 

Inspired by the “16+1” economic framework initiated 
by China to intensify and expand cooperation with the 
Central and Eastern European Countries, and under 
the theme of “Regional Collaboration towards a Better  
Future,” GTEF 2017 will explore how regional collabora-
tion can build bridges, deepen cooperation across and 
beyond regions, create opportunities and synergies, and 
advance world peace and prosperity. 

As the official sponsor of the 2017 International Year 
of Sustainable Tourism for Development (IY2017), the  
Research Centre will also use the GTEF platform to  
promote sustainable development of tourism. 

The Research Centre owes the continued success of its 
research and GTEF programs to all its supporters, includ-
ing the Government of Macao Special Administrative Re-
gion, the World Tourism Organization, China Chamber of 
Tourism, All-China Federation of Industry and Commerce, 
the Liaison Office of the Central People’s Government in 
the Macao Special Administrative Region, Office of the 
Commissioner of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the 
People’s Republic of China in the Macao Special Admin-
istrative Region, China National Tourism Administration, 
World Travel and Tourism Council, Pacific Asia Travel 
Association, World Tourism Cities Federation, Europe-
an Travel Commission and Macao Government Tourism  
Office; its Research Centre and GTEF Advisors; its  
partners and sponsors; and the entire Macao community. 
Rest assured that the Research Centre’s commitment to 
the vision and mission is resolute. Thank you.

M

PANSY HO⡦馄橵
Vice Chairman & Secretary-General of 
Global Tourism Economy Forum

⚆歲假麉竤憘锸㠢ⶰ⚺䌏Ⱟ猽剅Ꟁ
Vice-Presidente e Secretária-Geral do 
Fórum de Economia de Turismo Global
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FORUM INTRODUCTION锸㠢矦➝
INTRODUÇÃO DO FÓRUM

The Global Tourism Economy Forum (GTEF) is a leading 
international exchange platform designed to promote-
sustainable development of the global tourism industry 
with a focus on China.  Established in 2012 and located 
in Macao, the southern gateway of China, GTEF takes 
advantage of Macao’s proximity to China, its strategic 
position in Asia, and its forerunner position in the region’s 
burgeoning tourism economy to connect governments 
and industry players from Mainland China and around the 
world to bring about extensive and rewarding opportuni-
ties for tourism promotion, investment and cooperation. 
 
A multi-purpose platform, GTEF not only brings together 
international government and industry leaders, experts, 
scholars and related industry partners to engage in dis-
cussions and debates about opportunities and challeng-
es in the global tourism economy; it also provides the 
perfect environment for stakeholders in the tourism and 
related industries to explore the real opportunities that 
underlie China’s international and regional integration 
policies, to network and to engage in business-matching 
and privately-scheduled meetings that are conducive to 
business leads and new partnerships.
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GLOBAL TOURISM  
ECONOMY FORUM

⚆歲假麉竤憘锸㠢
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Tourism is playing a pivotal role in the global economy. 
It is estimated that tourism has contributed a staggering 
US$7.6 trillion in 2016, equal to 10.2% of the world’s GDP, 
and is now supporting 292 million people in employment 
worldwide, that is 1 in 10 jobs on the planet*. With the 
continued shift of the global economy to Asia, the stable 
growth of Asia, notably that of China, will be the impetus 
for universal economic development. To meet the world’s 
needs of analytical insight and research regarding the 
trends and situations in Asian tourism, the Global Tourism 
Economy Research Centre was established in Macao.

The decision of the Centre to be headquartered in Macao 
is only logical, given it is at the forefront of Asia’s bur-
geoning tourism economy. Its unique geographic location 
advantageously allows the Centre to closely follow Asia’s 
latest development in tourism. As an ideal hub of com-
munication, Macao can effectively disseminate the latest 
updates in Asian tourism to the world, and conversely 
present the most recent trends in global tourism to Asia. 
In its own right, Macao has been elevated in international 
competitiveness thanks to its flourishing tourism industry, 
cementing Macao’s position as an “international travel  
and leisure city”.

Strategically based in Macao, the Centre is an indepen-
dent, non-profit international research organization with 
a special purview on tourism and travel development in 
Asia. Attuned to what is happening in the region through 
research and exchange platforms, the Centre shares ideas 
with government bodies and travel and tourism-related 
stakeholders on how Asia’s development will positively 
impact the world. The Centre’s progressive and unique 
approach to aggregating and analyzing research from 
global authoritative bodies seeks to deliver solutions  
and advance ideas that will lead to the sustainable  
development of travel and tourism in the region and 
around the world.

GLOBAL TOURISM ECONOMY 
RESEARCH CENTRE

⚆歲假麉竤憘灇瑖⚥䗱

Source 须俲⢵彂��
http://www.wttc.org/research/economic-research/economic-impact-analysis/
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Championing China’s visionary Belt and Road Initiative, Global Tourism 
Economy Forum 2017 explores how tourism collaboration characterized 
by shared interests and mutual respect is conducive to the building of  
“a community of common destiny” between nations and regions, creating 
opportunities and synergies, and advancing world peace and prosperity.

Defensor da visionária Iniciativa Uma Faixa, Uma Rota, o Fórum de Econo-
mia de Turismo Global 2017 explora o modo como a cooperação no turis-
mo, caracterizada por interesses partilhados e respeito mútuo, é propícia à 
construção de uma “comunidade com um destino comum” entre nações e 
regiões, criando oportunidades e sinergias, e contribuindo para a paz mun-
dial e a prosperidade.

REGIONAL COLLABORATION 
TOWARDS A BETTER FUTURE

⼦㚖ざ⡲✽耢✽鸒假麉竤憘Ⱏ㉂Ⱏ䒊

COLABORAÇÃO REGIONAL 
PARA UM FUTURO MELHOR

չ⚆歲假麉竤憘锸㠢����պ갠䥰⚥㕜䲿ⴀ䒊鏤չ♧䌟♧騟պ鸏갪䨾劢剤⚂꺛㺢黇鋅涸⨀㣐⦸陾䱳鎣✽䟃✽ꅾ涸假麉ざ⡲㥶⡦剤ⵄ倴ぐ⦐㕜㹻ㄤ㖒⼦Ⱏ䒊չㄐ麌Ⱏず넓պⶾ鸤堥麂莅⼿ず佪䥰⟃⿻⤛鹎⚆歲�ㄤ䎂莅籗囙琽㹁涮㾝
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EMBRACING REGIONAL COLLABORA-
TION FOR COLLECTIVE GROWTH

Under the Belt and Road Initiative, China has launched 
numerous collaborative economic frameworks to pro-
mote free trade and global cooperation. The “16+1” is 
a framework between China and the Central and Eastern 
European Countries. Public and private sector leaders  
discuss how regional and inter-regional collaboration 
create positive developments that expand beyond geo-
graphic regions.

PROMOTING A SHARED VISION 
THROUGH REGIONAL COLLABORATION 

Three special alliances share the common goal of pro-
moting their distinct region as a single tourism desti-
nation. Experts shed light on the historical background 
of these regional partnerships, and explain how these  
alliances utilize complementary advantages and regional 
collaboration to create a sustainable tourism model for  
their regions.

DRIVING TOURISM ECONOMIC 
GROWTH THROUGH INNOVATION AND 
TECHNOLOGY

The dynamics of the tourism economy is driven by an  
increasing number of tourists who travel within and 
across their regions. Industry leaders discuss how they 
continue to create innovation and technology solutions 
to meet travelers’ wants and needs, and enhance their 
overall travel experience.

THE GREATER BAY AREA – VISIONARY 
COLLABORATION IN THE MAKING

The Central Government has drawn up a plan for the 
development of a city cluster in the Guangdong-Hong 
Kong-Macao Greater Bay Area to elevate regional de-
velopment and economic growth of the three regions. 
Government officials and academics share their views of 
the Greater Bay Area’s role in regional and global tourism 
economic supply chain, and how the tourism industry can 
be benefitted. 

GTEF 2017
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CONSUMPTION UPGRADE &  
MARKET STRATEGIES

Chinese outbound tourism has entered a new phase of 
transformation and upgrade. Experts evaluate how the 
industry can adapt to market and policy changes and 
capitalize on the opportunity of 2018 EU-China Tourism 
Year  to refine outbound tourism business chain, mar-
keting strategies and offerings, and forge productive  
partnership.

WORLD HERITAGE &  
REGIONAL COOPERATION

UNESCO supports the protection of exceptional natural 
and cultural heritage through the World Heritage Conven-
tion. Sustainable development and conservation of World 
Heritage sites create unprecedented opportunities for 
tourism, local economic development and job creation. 
Stakeholders address how transnational collaboration can 
enhance World Heritage conservation.

BUILDING A BRIGHTER FUTURE FOR 
CITIES THROUGH COLLABORATION

As main destinations, tourist generators and innovation 
explorers, cities are playing an increasingly important 
role in global social, economic and tourism development. 
City tourism experts explore how cities can contribute 
to regional collaboration and sustainable development 
through cooperation under different models, and ex-
change best practices.

嶋顥⼮秹⿻䋑㜥瘼殜
⚥㕜ⴀ㞯假麉䊺竤鹎Ⰵ⼮秹鱲㘗涸倞ꥣ媯㼠㹻㻤鋕㥶⡦㔔䥰䋑㜥ㄤ佟瘼涸隶⻋⟃⿻չ����䎃⚥㕜姘湅假麉䎃պ涸堥麂⮛⻋ⴀ㞯假麉噠䋑㜥瘼殜ㄤ假麉欴ㅷ⟃⿻箎穡Ⱘ䧭佪涸ざ⡲�ꡠ⤚

⚆歲鼍欴莅⼦㚖ざ⡲
耢ざ㕜來猰俒穉籽鷴麕莊鳵⚆歲鼍欴㣐剚䲀⹛ぐ㖒荈搭俒⻋鼍欴涸⥃肬䊨⡲⚆歲鼍欴涸〳䭰糵涮㾝捀假麉噠㖒⼦竤憘⿻㽠噠ⶾ鸤瑠堥麂ぐ⦐䭰ⴕ罏ꡪ鶤㥶⡦鸒麕騗㕜ざ⡲❜崩䲀⹛⿻䬪㾝⚆鼍涸⥃肬䊨⡲

㙹䋑ざ⡲Ⱏ䒊繡㥪劢⢵
㙹䋑僽ꅾ銴涸湡涸㖒㹐彂㖒ㄤⶾ倞涮彂㖒㖈橇椕爢剚竤憘⿻假麉涮㾝⚥⡥涸㖒⡙ㄤ䪐怵涸錬蒀傈馸ꅾ銴㙹䋑假麉㼠㹻䱳鎣㙹䋑㥶⡦鸒麕♶ずざ⡲涸垸䒭⤛鹎⼦㚖ざ⡲⿻〳䭰糵�涮㾝
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A L B A N I A
晋䊼㽳❏

C
overing a total area of 28,748 square kilome-
tres, Albania is distinguished by its spectacular 
and diverse terrain and historically significant 
architectural gems. The beauty and unique am-

bience offered by the highlands, rich with springs, rivers, 
and streams, is just a short drive away from all that the 
coast and its Mediterranean-like climate have to offer. 
The Albanian seashore is an expansive 450 kilometres 
and includes numerous lagoons and pristine beaches, the 
sea having long influenced Albanian history and culture 
through trade and fishing. Albania offers long periods of 
enjoyable weather; while its summers are warm and sun-
ny, the remainder of the seasons offer pleasant conditions, 
from cool autumnal days to crisp winter snow. 

晋䊼㽳❏㕜琎�����䎂倰Ⱇꅽ⟃㡭錚㢵垺涸㖒䕎ㄤ娜〷䝑⛉涸䒊眡耂そꨆ嵳䁘♶黇涸晋䊼㽳❏㿂㖒⚥嵳孵⦬宐屮屎崩⿻彰愗麒⡑倴㡭ꡀ涸넞㖒♳괐頗䒸➃ⰅꟀ麨���Ⱇꅽ涸嵳䁘♳湈僽괐兞䚃➃涸悼廪ㄤ尪抂罜嵳峕顬僒⿻䯲눴噠㼩晋䊼㽳❏涸娜〷ㄤ俒⻋剤衽幀黇涸䕧갠晋䊼㽳❏䎃孵⦬䚃➃㢚㷎ㄤ军⚂ꤿ⯕⯏尬幢巜涸猨㷎莅Ⱶ㷎涸淚ꨔず垺⢪➃䗱刜牟䚃

5
REASONS 

TO 
V IS IT

The traditional city of Gjirokastra, perched 
on the eastern side of the Wide Mountain,  
is the most impressive fortress in the 
whole of Albania, its architecture earning  
UNESCO World Heritage Site status. Inside  
this fourth century castle, you can explore 
the Museum of Weapons to discover  
armament from ancient times through to 
the Second World War, attend the National  
Folk Festival, or listen to local people sing 
traditional Albanian Iso-polyphonic songs 
on the streets.

From north to south, Albania offers sight-
seeing, sea kayaking, trekking, hiking and 
more. If you are looking for an active holi-
day, Albania may be small, but what it lacks 
in size it makes up for in the plethora of 
activities on offer. Mountain treks, deep 
valleys, national parks, lakes, archaeolog-
ical sites, museum cities, castles and the 
coastline all await your exploration.

01
NATURE

02
CITY & CULTURE

荈搭괐頗�� 䖰⻍ⵌ⽂晋䊼㽳❏䲿⣘錚⯕꽙꽢嵳♳淼ⴢ萜䖝姿假遤䧴黇駈瘞麉娜鼇乵雊假㹐坿罜䘎鵦晋䊼㽳❏琎ꧪ㼭⽿꧌⚥✫㢵㪨㢵ꅷ涸崞⹛䗳腋怏駈❧「⹛䠮⧺劍涸⡹㿋䄉幀靽㕜㹻Ⱇ㕨廪屯罌〢鼍㖧㙹䋑⽈暟긭㙹㜄ㄤ嵳䁘箁瘞瘞姻䖊䝡♧♧䱳程

㙹䋑俒⻋� 㿘用倴㻫㿋匌鼹涸し開⽓倛暶〢㙹䒊眡栽耢ざ㕜來猰俒穉籽秝Ⰵ⚆歲鼍欴僽晋䊼㽳❏剓⟂➃ꨈ䘎涸㜄㡁㖈鸏⦐Ⱇ⯋㔋⚆私䒊䧭涸㙹㜄Ⰹ⡹〳⟃錚㾝ⴀ䖰〢➿ⵌ痧✳妄⚆歲㣐䨞Ⱕ㐼涸娀㐼⽈暟긭ず儘〳⸈㕜㹻字⤺眏䧴稣聃殹㖒➃㖈遳♳㈖ⴀ⫄窡晋䊼㽳❏殯ㄤ䓛姐刼
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Albanian cuisine offers a truly unique blend 
of Mediterranean flavours and diverse and 
delicious dishes. While meat is the heart of 
many of the country’s signature meals, sea-
food specialities are common in coastal ar-
eas like Durrës, Vlorë, Shkodër, Lezhë and 
Sarandë. Lunch is the main meal of the day 
for Albanians and Gjellë, a dish of slowly 
cooked meat alongside a salad of fresh 
vegetables, is a dish not to miss. 

04
PEOPLE &
HERITAGE

05
BERAT

03
GASTRONOMY

Declared a UNESCO site in 1992, the city 
of Butrint was one of the most elegant of 
the Antiquity. Built according to the ancient 
Trojan style, during its early period, Butrint 
was the centre of the Kaonic tribes, later 
to become part of the Kingdom of Epir. 
Today, the site remains sheltered amidst 
a typical Mediterranean jungle. A narrow 
stretch of sea separates the city from the 
Greek island of Corfu while its grounds 
boast an impressive array of historically 
significant archaeological sites.

120 kilometres from Tirana, the 2,407-year-
old UNESCO-protected city of Berat is the 
pride of Albanian Antiquity and architec-
ture. The city offers a wonderful combi-
nation of Eastern and Western cultures, 
costumes, traditions and heritage. The 
city’s life began between the 5th and 6th 
century B.C. as an Illyrian settlement. In the 
3rd century B.C., it was turned into a castle 
city known as Antipatrea.

繡굺 � � 晋䊼㽳❏蝳輑ざ㖒⚥嵳괐䞕䲿⣘珏겳籗㢵涸繡蝳긊簳搭剤そ涸晋䊼㽳❏蝳䒭㢵捀聘겳嵳늫暶欴⽿➠僽屡嵳㖒⼦㥶勭⹗倛㣗繏⹗倛䏨〵愯ㄤ讍貽麨涸䌢鋅繡굺晋䊼㽳❏➃ꬌ䌢ꅾ鋕⼯귭䢩撞敝聘ꂂ倞늫詫蝳尪䖒僽♶㺂ꐫ麕涸⢕긊

㛆 䬘 暶�� 㛆䬘暶䋑僽耢ざ㕜來猰俒穉籽⥃肬涸㙹䋑騅ꨆ㖒䬘齡���Ⱇꅽ乩剤����䎃娜〷僽晋䊼㽳❏䒸⟃捀⫃涸〢髖ㄤ䒊眡鑪䋑㸤繡䲵ざ匌銯倰俒⻋剪귇⫄窡ㄤ鼍愯礶礩㖈Ⱇ⯋❀荛Ⱉ⚆私僽⟻ⵄꅽ❏➃涸翹㾀㖒�Ⱇ⯋♲⚆私隶䧭㙹㜄㙹䋑佖珖�㸞鶔䋪暶꧉

➃俒鼍愯  倴����䎃䧭捀耢ざ㕜來猰俒穉籽⚆歲鼍欴涸䋒暶卌暶䋑僽晋䊼㽳❏剓⮛꧉涸〢髖⛓♧䋒暶卌暶呏亙〢➿暶峫⟻괐呔䒊鸤傍劍僽罌䛸鿈衆涸⚥䗱䖕⢵䧭捀⟻䎪뉓倛桬㕜涸♧鿈ⴕ䋒暶卌暶⡙贖㖒⚥嵳〟卌⚥莅麒⡑ꅾ銴娜〷罌〢鼍㖧涸䋞茣猰㶻䃋〫剤♧⦐杮瑻嵳峕⛓ꥬ
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B O S N I A  &  H E R Z E G O V I N A岚倛㽳❏ㄤ랱㝱ㆥ笞齡

L
ocated in the heart of Southeast 
Europe, Bosnia and Herzegovina is 
a bridge and cross-cultural centre 
between East and West. Thanks 

to its historical heritage and extensive  
natural resources, the last decade has seen 
the country become a must-visit destina-
tion for travellers and tourists. As well as 
the richness of its gastronomy and the  
hospitality of its local people, one of  
Bosnia and Herzegovina’s best-kept  
secrets is the plethora of stunning crystal 
clear waterfalls that plunge, dive, hop, and 
meander across some of Europe’s most 
beautiful natural areas.

岚倛㽳❏ㄤ랱㝱ㆥ笞齡⡙倴匌⽂姘䗱茵㖒䌟僽匌銯倰涸堀垗ㄤ騗俒⻋�⚥ 䗱娜 〷 鼍 愯 ㄤ 荈 搭 须 彂 鞮 㺢�鵜⼧䎃⢵䧭捀假㹐䗳ⵌ涸湡涸㖒岚倛㽳❏ㄤ랱㝱ㆥ笞齡ꤑ✫鞮㺢涸繡굺ㄤ攨䞕㥪㹐涸字괐㢫殹⚥剓늫捀➃濼涸湱⥌僽㕜㕼Ⰹ㢵⦐㡭뜩幢惽涸懶䋒�굳崩湬♴孵煈爐躋蹄刼䫔騗馊�♶㼱姘崎剓繡뜩涸荈搭㞯⼦
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Bosnia and Herzegovina offer beautiful 
towns each displaying elements of its rich 
history, from the Ottoman and Byzantine 
empires to Roman, Balkan and Slavic el-
ements. In the bustling capital of Saraje-
vo, al fresco dining, striking architecture 
and modern art all await the visitor. Other 
towns not to miss include Travnik, the cen-
tral-mountain town with its famous castle, 
Jahorina, a ski destination and stunning 
mountain, and the enchanting town of Sto-
lac, declared by many as the most beautiful 
in the entire country. 

Bosnia and Herzegovina is a paradise for 
nature lovers with soaring mountains, 
untouched forests and wild rivers. The 
last European primaeval forest, Peruci-
ca, the unexplored Rakitnica Canyon, 
Prenj-Cvrsnica-Cabulja National Park, and 
the Una River with all its cascades and 
waterfalls will leave you speechless. En-
joy winter adventure sports in the snow 
capped rugged mountains 2000 meters 
above sea level and experience outdoor 
adventures like hiking, climbing, paraglid-
ing, rafting, fishing and hunting.

5
REASONS 

TO 
V IS IT

01
NATURE

02
CITY & CULTURE

Bosnia and Herzegovina’s food culture is a 
delectable blend of classic European and 
Mediterranean gastronomy. Bosnia and 
Herzegovina is well known for traditional 
Bosnian coffee and cakes, the irresistible 
cevapi, a finger-sized grilled meat, as well 
as famous cheeses and traditional wines. 
Combining a range of influences, your 
gastronomic experience in Bosnia and 
Herzegovina will span cafés, bakeries, tea 
houses, and street food vendors, as well as 
top restaurants.

04
PEOPLE &
HERITAGE

05
FAMOUS SPAS

03
GASTRONOMY

Thanks to centuries of cultural diversity, the 
traveller’s experience in Bosnia and Herze-
govina spans from the Roman times to the 
reign of the Bosnian Kings; from the Otto-
man Period, the Austro-Hungarian Empire 
and the Yugoslavian era. The visitor to 
Bosnia and Herzegovina will enjoy learning 
about interesting periods in history and the 
welcoming hosting of its residents. 

In Roman times, many areas of Bosnia and 
Herzegovina became spa sites which have 
been welcoming visitors for centuries. To-
day, there are mineral and thermal springs 
used in more than 15 spas. With health 
and recreational functions, mineral and 
thermal springs are the perfect places to 
rejuvenate after a full day, or spend your 
hours relaxing with a great massage and 
aromatic therapies.

繡굺 � � 岚倛㽳❏ㄤ랱㝱ㆥ笞齡涸궬굺俒⻋䲵ざ竤Ⱙ涸姘崎ㄤ㖒⚥嵳繡굺꼦そ�굺ㅷ⺫䭍⫄窡涸岚倛㽳❏ㄳ㉱ㄤ�跗票⟂➃ꨈ⟃䫒䬩涸掑聘⽷ⴗ䊼㤏㤏鼩剤衽そ涸㥘ꂷㄤ袖蟏ꂋ岚倛㽳❏ㄤ랱㝱ㆥ笞齡궬굺俒⻋꧌♶ず蝳禺倴♧魨搂锸倴ㄳ㉱㹔띳⺫䏅蘢긭遳걧伱墂ㄤ갥秹귭䑼㖳腋귄㒂ꬌ♧菛涸繡굺넓뀿
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㙹䋑俒⻋�� 岚倛㽳❏ㄤ랱㝱ㆥ笞齡繡뜩涸㙹ꔩ㢵♶侸罜⚂ぐ荈⯏怏鞮㺢涸娜〷⯋稇㾝植㤹倛剋䋷㕜䬺⽑䏭�䋷㕜⟃荛繏꼛䋷㕜䊼晋䎍ㄤ倛䬘㣗俒⻋涸暶颶魨贖籗螠涸껷鿪讍䬘攨瓏假㹐〳⟃넓뀿䨩㢫欽귭妇颣䜤湡涸�䒊眡ㄤ植➿谁遯岚倛㽳❏ㄤ랱㝱ㆥ�笞齡Ⱖ➮㙹ꔩず垺♶㺂ꐫ麕⺫䭍⟃�㙹㜄꼦そ涸⚥鿈㿋㙹暶䬘㣗㽳⯘徿ꨔ㖒涸㡭뜩㿋⼦❏ꅽ齡⟃⿻鄄隘捀㕜剓笻뜩涸㙹ꔩ倛䩯䬘蘁
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B U L G A R I A⥃⸈ⵄ❏

A
wonderful combination of  
nature, ancient culture, heal-
ing springs and warm seas 
await the visitor in Bulgaria. 

One of the most stable and secure coun-
tries in Europe, Bulgaria welcomes around  
8.2 million foreign tourists annually. Take 
in the colourful life offered by the Bal-
kans, from the magical atmosphere and 
national costumes of the Koukers Festi-
val to songs from the Rhodope Moun-
tains to the astonishing beauty of Bul-
garian nature. Bulgaria is a country unlike  
any other.

⥃⸈ⵄ❏䲵ざ荈搭兞錚〢罉俒⻋�귢欰影屮ㄤ影军嵳峕雊假㹐冱麉繡㥪㕜䏞⥃⸈ⵄ❏僽姘崎剓琽㹁ㄤ㸞涸㕜㹻⛓♧嫦䎃䱺䖊秉���蠝そ㢫㕜假㹐⥃⸈ⵄ❏涸䊼晋䎍⼱䃋欰崞鞮㺢�㢵䕙輑ざ⯏怏㣼㦫孵孨ㄤ字停剪귇涸Ⱘ眏繏㢵䕹㿋腠涸字姐⟃⿻⟂➃끇㎒涸㣐荈搭繡兞⥃⸈ⵄ❏涸눃⸂�㻜㖈栬♧搂✳
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Bulgaria is rated third in Europe for its 
quantity of important cultural historical 
monuments. It is a country with thousands 
of years of history and a cultural heritage 
that embraces ancient civilizations. The city 
of Plovdiv is the oldest continuously inhab-
ited city in Europe and European Capital of 
Culture 2019. 

Though small in territory, Bulgaria ranks 
third in Europe in biodiversity, with a num-
ber of rare and endemic species. With ex-
ceptional national parks, unique natural  
landmarks, impressive caves, canyons and 
glacial lakes, it is difficult to describe the 
multi-faced Bulgarian nature let alone 
choose which adventure to take.

01
NATURE

02
CITY & CULTURE

The country is famous for the traditional 
Bulgarian yoghurt, made using old-world 
techniques. Grape growing and wine pro-
duction is a thousand-year long tradition 
in Bulgaria. Nowadays, Bulgaria is a proud 
producer of fine quality wines, some of 
which are made from unique sorts of vine, 
impressing wine connoisseurs worldwide. 

04
HOSPITALITY

05
ROSE VALLEY

03
GASTRONOMY

A proper adventurer needs proper rest 
and in Bulgaria, you will definitely enjoy 
the hospitality of the local people. Visitors 
are guaranteed a warm welcome and great 
quality service in all kinds of accommoda-
tion, from five-star hotels to cosy family 
owned guesthouses and all at a very rea-
sonable price. 

The Rose Valley region is famous for its 
rose-growing industry. Cultivated for cen-
turies, the region produces 85% of the 
world’s rose oil. The centre of the rose 
oil industry is the town of Kazanlak which 
hosts a festival celebrating roses and rose 
oil each year.

5
REASONS 

TO 
V IS IT

荈搭괐頗�� ⥃⸈ⵄ❏涸걆㕼䌴㆞♶㣐欰暟㢵垺䚍⽿㖈姘崎䱖そ痧♲乩剤㢵珏縂鋅ㄤ暶剤暟珏⥃⸈ⵄ❏涸荈搭兞荞鞮㺢㢵垺巒覈ꐘ粚涸㕜㹻Ⱇ㕨栬暶涸荈搭㖒垦⟂➃ꨈ䘎涸峯瑐䃚靽ㄤⱺ䊛廪屯♶㋲ꬌ瘘㟯䨾腋䕎㺂刿〭➃ꨈ⟃《䰎
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C R O AT I A⯘繏㖒❏

S
tretching along the Adriatic, just a stone’s throw 
from Central Europe, Croatia is defined by a rich 
cultural legacy. Combining history with a youthful 
spirit and vibrant energy, Croatia proves irresist-

ible to those seeking diversity. Breathtaking nature, end-
less coastlines, diverse gastronomy, adventure, sports and 
wellness can be enjoyed year-round. Whether exploring 
Dubrovnik, a UNESCO World Heritage Site, island-hop-
ping around the Split archipelago, truffle hunting in Istria, 
paragliding across the Plitvice Lakes, delving into Zagreb’s 
streets and hidden passages, birdwatching in Kopacki Rit, 
partying at Zrce beach or taking time out with the family 
on Zlatni Rat, there is something for everyone in Croatia.

⯘繏㖒❏⡙贖❏䖤ꅽ❏嵳♧䌟騈⚥姘〫剤♧盫⛓麶㗂乩鞮㺢涸俒⻋鼍欴傂剤慮⾩涸娜〷孨㕠⿶剤䎃ꫭ崞悝涸孵䜂僽㒷䖃㢵⯋俒⻋涸假㹐㣆㺫⟃宠涸湡涸㖒⯘繏㖒❏涸荈搭兞蒀㸪⨀㡭錚嵳䁘箁䒂筅♶倬繡굺鞮㺢㢵垺ⱎꦖ넓肬ㄤ⠅崞⹛䎃搂⠅搂锸僽䱳程耢ざ㕜來猰俒穉籽⚆歲鼍欴勭䋒繏㣗㽳⯘麉饥倛兜ⵄ暶纈䃋ⵌ⟻倛暶䬘䱰䶰匡ꪫ徿ꨔ馊麕⼧Ⱉ廪⟃荛䱳程讍呔⹗䋒涸暶蒀遳麥ㄤ㼭䋀ⵌ⯘䬘倛㛇ⵄ暶荈搭Ⱇ㕨錚둷⸈榱讍嵳抂崣㼩䧴莅♧㹻罉㼱㖈㼺錬嵳抂⩔䖤嵥欰⯘繏㖒❏籏剤⟂➃牟䖃涸넓뀿
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Croatia boasts a contemporary urban cul-
ture with more cities than any other Med-
iterranean country. The vibrant metropolis 
of Zagreb, the historic Roman ruins of Pula, 
the archipelago of Rovinj or the world-fa-
mous Dubrovnik and Hvar, each of Croa-
tia’s cities offers a delightful mix of activi-
ties. Croatia is also a land with the longest 
list of protected cultural heritage sites in 
Europe, with fourteen cultural phenomena 
added to the UNESCO list.

Croatia is a growing adventure and sports 
destination and paradise for lovers of na-
ture and adrenaline. Fly high above the 
clouds, dive into the deep sea or practice 
any activity you can imagine in-between. 
Croatia is also one of Europe’s sunniest 
spots with pristine beaches lapped by 
crystal clear water. Whether a paradise 
of beaches for families, remote locations 
for the bold and adventurous, seaside  
activities for those who don’t want to stay 
put, or private destinations for relaxation 
and meditation, there’s a beach to suit  
everyone.

01
NATURE

02
CITY & CULTURE

Croatia is a food and wine lover’s paradise 
and recently joined the best of the best 
internationally, supported by excellent 
results achieved by Croatian wine makers 
and chefs at numerous competitions. Each 
region has its own culinary personality, 
from the fresh oysters and muscles of the 
Dalmatia coast to the meats and vegeta-
bles of the valleys of Slavonia, take your 
taste buds across centuries of tradition 
with inspired specialities.

04
PEOPLE &
HERITAGE

05
ADRIATIC  
SAILING

03
GASTRONOMY

Croatia is unique in its interwoven mix-
ture of four different cultural influences – 
East and West, Mid-European and South  
Mediterranean. The Croatian way of life 
very much focuses on family, friends and 
extended family, as a visitor to Croatia, 
you’re sure to experience this deep hospi-
tality for yourself.

Croatia’s beautiful coast is made for sail-
ing. The extremely indented coastline 
is home to over a thousand islands and  
islets and an incredible number of natural 
phenomena. Few know the Croatian coast 
well, but there are many that return to  
discover more every year.

5
REASONS 

TO 
V IS IT
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䰦⯘Ⱏㄤ㕜
D

espite its small size of 30,000 
square miles and population  
of just 10.5 million, the Czech 
Republic offers a great wealth 

of fascinating activities, sites and natural 
and cultural treasures to discover. From 
castles and UNESCO Monuments to stun-
ning landscapes and forests to the fascinat-
ing atmosphere of ancient cities and the  
famous Czech Spas. Located in the heart 
of Europe, the Czech Republic is the  
perfect place to pamper your mind, body 
and spirit. 

䰦⯘㕜琎〫剤��  ���䎂倰薊ꅽ�➃〡⫦����蠝⡎礶䕙崞⹛鼍愯ㄤ荈搭俒⻋槕㼂⽿僽㢵♶侸搂锸僽꧆⨀涸㙹㜄⿻耢ざ㕜來猰俒穉籽涸⚆歲鼍欴ⵌ鶵➃涸괐兞ㄤ喀卌⟃荛䒸➃Ⰵ涸〢罉㙹䋑⿻莊⚆濼そ涸䰦⯘影屮䱳程Ⱖ⚥♶❠坿⛖䰦⯘⡙贖姘崎䗱茵㖒䌟僽雊䝡徱귢魨䗱涸椚䟝湡涸㖒

The capital, Prague, is a city of contrasting 
styles: romantic and successful; ancient and 
modern. Over 7.07 million international 
visitors flock to this city each year. Prague 
is home to many unique sites including the 
Old Town Hall, the Gothic Charles Bridge 
and the Church of St. Nicholas in the 
Lesser Town. Visitors can also experience 
bustling city life at one of many cafés or 
boutiques, and a sight-seeing cruise on the 
Vltava River. 

A short distance from its cities, a beautiful 
and varied countryside lies waiting to be 
discovered. Explore the fairytale landscape 
of the Bohemian Switzerland National 
Park, the gorges of the Adršpach Rock City 
or Punkevní Cave in the Moravian Karst. 
Home to a number of unique climates, the 
northern character of the Boubín Forest in 
Šumava is contrasted by the Mediterra-
nean landscape of the Dolní Morava Bio-
sphere Reserve. 
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C Z E C H  R E P U B L I C
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The Czech Republic is the perfect place 
for a culinary adventure. Restaurants, local 
markets, wine and beer tastings are ready 
to delight your taste buds. No trip is com-
plete without sampling Trdelník, a sweet, 
warm pastry and one of Prague’s most 
popular street foods, or Guláš, a hearty 
beef stew perfect for the winter months. 
The Czech Republic is famous for its beer. 
Why not sample a craft offering, or alterna-
tively, a shot of plum brandy or the herbal 
liqueur Becherovka?

04
PEOPLE &
HERITAGE

05
HEALTH &  
SPA

03
GASTRONOMY

Czech people are known for their polite, 
hospitable and welcoming nature as well as 
their love of sports. Several traditions rep-
resent the Czech Republic on the UNESCO 
list of intangible cultural heritage. These 
include falconry, the colourful Shrovetide 
processions, the men’s folk dance Verbuňk 
and the unique festival known as the Ride 
of the Kings. 

Czech spas are a tradition dating back 
many centuries. Thanks to their healing 
mineral springs and natural therapeutic 
benefits, Czech spas are some of the most 
popular in the world. Guests can look for-
ward to superb high-quality spa care with 
unparalleled comfort and services. 
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䠦尪㽳❏

E
stonia is a country of seeming-
ly contradictory characteristics: 
Untouched nature co-exists with 
an innovative digital society; Its 

historic and medieval ambience serves to 
complement its surprisingly modern cities. 
Tallinn is the capital city of Estonia and a 
perfect holiday destination if you want to 
combine the comforts of the modern world 
with a historical setting. Tallinn Old Town is 
one of the best preserved Hanseatic town 
centres in the world. As little distance sep-
arates cities and nature, Estonia’s full natu-
ral diversity is always just a short ride away.

䠦尪㽳❏僽⦐㼩嫲늫僈⽿嬗♶遼瑳涸㕜㹻⥃殆⾲頗涸荈搭兞錚莅ⶾ倞涸侸焺爢剚Ⱏ㶸娜〷䝑⛉涸⚥⚆私孨㕠莅植➿⻋涸㙹䋑㸤繡輑ざ㥶卓䝡䟝Ⱟ䖤植➿⚆歲涸莞黠ㄤ娜〷䝑⛉涸孨㕠䠦尪㽳❏껷鿪㝝卌㽠僽㸤繡涸䏞⧺㖒㝝卌〢㙹僽⚆歲♳⥃㶸剓㸤㥪涸恎讍ず湅⚥䗱⛓♧罜⚂䠦尪㽳❏涸㙹䋑ㄤ㣐荈搭兞錚〫僽ㅖ㽯⛓麶〫䖎瀊涸鮦玑⤑腋乩䫵㢵㪨㢵䕙涸㣐荈搭
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Estonia’s capital, Tallinn, mixes old tradi-
tions with modern-day values. Medieval Tal-
linn, a UNESCO world heritage site, is the 
best preserved medieval city in Northern  
Europe boasting Gothic spires, cobble-
stone streets and enchanting architecture.  
Next to the medieval sights, modern  
skyscrapers have been integrated into the 
Tallinn skyline, gracefully combining old 
and new. 

The wetlands of southeast Estonia flood 
every year at the end of winter and the 
start of spring. Known by locals as the 
“fifth season,” this is a popular time to ex-
plore the water by canoe or its surrounding 
area along roads, forests, past farmhouses 
and over fields. Estonia’s air is among the 
cleanest in the world, and the freedom to 
roam is codified in law. Pick berries, mush-
rooms, or herbs. Go hiking. Or sit still and 
take inspiration from the sounds of nature 
and discover its diversity in every season. 

01
NATURE

02
CITY & CULTURE

Estonian gastronomy boasts strong tradi-
tions and each region flourishes with its 
own gastronomic identity. From the coast-
al cuisines of fish and seafood to the staple 
home-made black rye-bread to preserved 
jams and pickles to its famous fruit wines. 
Estonia takes pride in its culinary customs 
and heritage, which remain closely con-
nected to nature and the seasons.

04
PEOPLE &
HERITAGE

05
e-ESTONIA

03
GASTRONOMY

The Estonian cultural scene is very much 
centred on music. Here you can find your-
self enjoying classical concerts led by the 
world famous conductor Neeme Järvi, 
with music composed by world famous 
composer Arvo Pärt, and it all happens by 
the picturesque Lake Leigo on a romantic 
summer’s evening.

“e-Estonia” has become the go-to phrase 
to describe Estonia’s immensely successful 
love affair with all things networked and 
digitised. Estonia has declared Internet 
access a human right, possesses a thriving 
IT start up culture and has digitally stream-
lined an unprecedented number of public 
services for its citizens and businesses.
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⺱暆ⵄ
H

ungary lies in the centre of  
Europe with the culturally vibrant 
capital of Budapest as its heart. 
Budapest is often called the “City 

of Baths” and has more thermal and me-
dicinal water springs than any other capital 
in the world. Historical bath houses and 
world-class spas attract many visitors all 
year round, just like Lake Hévíz, which is the 
largest thermal lake in Europe. The passion 
for Hungarian wine is just as tempting as 
the water, and Hungary is home to many 
wine regions where sipping Tokaji, Furmint 
or Bikavér is an unforgettable experience.

⺱暆ⵄ⡙倴姘崎涸⚥䗱⟃俒⻋孵䜂�慮⾩涸껷鿪䋒麨⢆倛捀⚥䗱䋒麨⢆倛稇剤չ影屮⛓鿪պ⛓珖乩剤涸影屮ㄤ�谔屮侸湡ⱟ穪椕껷鿪㙹䋑娜〷䝑⛉涸嵮㜥ㄤ⚆歲秹影屮㥶姘崎剓㣐涸�影屮廪랱笞蘘廪Ꟁ䎃䒸㣐ꆀ假㹐ⵌ鏞⺱暆ⵄ➃攨䠦袖蟏ꂋ罜⺱暆ⵄ刿乩剤鏪㢵袖蟏ꂋ欴⼦魨贖Ⱖ⚥ㅷ㒂�䩯⽓⟻犷晋僈䧴Ⱇ暋過⢕ꅦ穪㼩僽ꨈ䘎涸넓뀿

Hungary is famous for its classical musicians and com-
posers like Kodály, Bartók or Liszt and its cities boast a 
variety of music-related institutions and celebrations. The 
Budapest Spring Festival is an annual celebration, and the 
Hungarian  State Opera, Franz Liszt Academy of Music, 
or MÜPA Budapest are the best-known modern cultural 
institutes of the capital. The summer festivals in the city 
of Szeged and Veszprém are just a couple of the many 
events in Hungary celebrating theatre and music.

There are so many ways to enjoy Hunga-
ry’s untouched and breath-taking land-
scapes. Whether you take a sightseeing 
cruise along the Danube in the blossoming 
spring, cycle around Lake Fertő or Balaton 
during the summer months, or follow a hik-
ing trail in the eastern mountains on a co-
lourful autumn day. The air is clear, the wa-
ter is healthy and forests are magnificent. 

01
NATURE

02
CITY & CULTURE
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H U N G A RY 

㙹䋑俒⻋� �⺱暆ⵄ⟃㶲肬〢Ⱙ갉坿㹻ㄤ⡲刼㹻㥶넞㣐㹆䊼晋䩯⯘ㄤ勛倛暶罜衽そ♶㼱⺱暆ⵄ㙹䋑刿鏤剤ぐ珏莅갉坿剤ꡠ涸堥圓ㄤ䣔Ⱙ䋒麨⢆倛僱㷎谁遯眏僽♧䎃♧䏞涸眏䣔崞⹛⺱暆ⵄ㕜㹻姐ⷜꤎ䒼剽蘁˙勛倛暶갉坿㷸ꤎ䧴䋒麨⢆倛谁遯㹨㖳僽껷鿪剓衽そ涸植➿俒⻋堥圓⺱暆ⵄ❠剤滞㢵䨡ⷜㄤ갉坿眏䣔崞⹛⺫䭍㝱呔䗞ㄤ笞倛兜ꨮ㨗涸㢚傈谁遯眏

荈搭괐頗 � � ⺱暆ⵄ涸⾲㨥괐兞雊➃雙㎒♶䊺罜妇颣涸倰岁❠㢵♶侸䝡〳㖈蔅渿佞涸僱㷎冱麉㢵榧屎㖈㢚㷎⟃㋲鮦橇麉顥晋暶廪䧴䊼䬘갾廪䧴僽㖈蒀䕙俤俫涸猨㷎㖈匌鿈㿋⼦屡遤㿋䖜龟麉❧「幢惽瑠孵⨴䐁宐颶ㄤ薳渿喀卌穪㼩僽颣䗱坿✲
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Hungary offers a great selection of eater-
ies, food trucks, revolutionary bistros, fine 
dining and Michelin Star restaurants. Sit-
ting on a rooftop bar with a great goulash 
and admiring the architectural beauties 
of Budapest or eating local fish on a cosy 
wine terrace next to the sparkling Lake Ba-
laton is a real pampering for the senses. 

04
PEOPLE &
HERITAGE

05
HEALING  
THERMAL WATER

03
GASTRONOMY

Besides being friendly and welcoming, 
Hungarians are known as intellectual, cre-
ative and hard-working people. But above 
all, they are inventive. A lot of inventions 
that helped the world move forward are 
Hungarian. You may have heard of Albert 
Szentgyörgyi, László Bíró or Ernő Rubik, in-
ventor of the Rubik’s Cube.

Hungary is a land of thermal water due to 
its advantageous geographical location. 
There are approximately 1,500 thermal 
springs all over the country and you can 
visit 450 public baths. They have numerous 
health benefits and are perfect for relax-
ation. We highly recommend Gellért Bath 
with its stunning architecture.

繡 굺�� ⺱暆ⵄ涸귭궬鼇乵㢵♶侸剤ぐ䒭ぐ垺涸繡굺鮦暶蒀㼭귭긭넞秹귭䑼ㄤ碜蓐角僤秹귭䑼魨贖㣔〵ꂋゅ♧鼹ㅷ㒂繡〳〡涸敝暋聘♧鼹妇颣䋒麨⢆倛涸繡뜩䒊眡䧴倴ꟐꟐ涮⯕涸䊼䬘갾廪倾㖈莞黠涸ꪫ㣔袖蟏ꂋ긭稣殹㖒눴欴넓뀿㢵ꅾ䠮㸽❧「

➃俒鼍愯�� ⺱暆ⵄ➃♶㋲攨䞕㊥刿⟃潈兰ⶾ倞ㄤ㥅鋅珖刿ꅾ銴涸僽⺱暆ⵄ➃乲Ꟁⶾ鸤剎ⶾⴀ♶㼱䲀⹛⚆歲鹎姿涸涮僈涮僈㹻晋⠭暶˙㿋暶し晋し䬘倛峫˙嫲繏䧴չ눦遯倰㝆պ涮僈㹻⾌晋開˙뉓嫲⯘鸏❉そ㶶〳腋䝡䊺殜剤聃耂

귢欰屮宐�� ⮛馊涸㖒椚⡙縨雊⺱暆ⵄ䧭捀影屮⛓㖒㕜秉剤����⦐影屮Ⱖ⚥���⦐捀ⰗⰟ嵮屮影屮㼩⨴䐁剤䖎㢵㥪贖⛳僽㸤繡涸佞논倰䒭䧮⦛�ꬌ䌢䲀讄假㹐ⵌ鏞乩剤㡭錚䒊眡涸�覈⹗暶嵮屮
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䬘膨笞❏

L
atvia, a country where you can ski along the  
Baltic Sea coast in winter and watch fish fly across 
Europe’s widest waterfall in spring. On a trip to 
Latvia, visitors can admire Rothko paintings in a 

former fortress, witness years of history or soak in a beer 
bath in one of its cities. Its rural areas offer much to expe-
rience, and farms open their doors to visitors who wish to 
experience local life; whether you partake in a sauna ritual,  
bake traditional bread, smoke fish or make your own  
souvenirs such as a clay pot or blend herbal teas. Lat-
via is also known as a nation of foragers, and seasonal  
forest bounty features heavily on menus from late summer 
through autumn.

魨贖䬘膨笞❏Ⱶ㷎〳⟃屡衽岚繏涸嵳屡䁘徿ꨔ�僱㷎〳⟃㖈姘崎剓䑞ꡀ涸懶䋒錚颣눴鬪ⵌ䬘膨笞❏假麉假㹐〳㖈僓傈涸㜄㡁妇颣繏倛猰涸殥⡲䠮「�㢵䎃涸娜〷俒⻋孵䜂䧴㖈⟤⡦♧⦐㙹䋑湈䞕❧「�꼦そ涸㉷ꂋ嵮䬘膨笞❏涸龟⼦넓뀿刿鞮㺢㢵垺�鷆宠㖒麥欰崞넓뀿涸假㹐刿〳⟃ⵌ鏞殹㖒㼩㢫佞涸鴍㜥❧「⫄窡呺䭭嵮捸掑⫄窡띳⺫挪醢摳讛�눴겳䧴僽荈醢ꤲ緶䧴幋ざ虋劥蘢⡲私䙂ㅷ䬘膨笞❏⛳鄄隘捀暜字涸㕜㹻歋㢚㷎劣荛猨㷎鿪〳⟃㖈�〟卌⚥鋑䖤㢵垺涸儘⟂굺勞
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Since 1997, the historical center of Riga has 
been included on UNESCO’s World Heri-
tage List. With its historical feel, luxuries of 
the medieval period and modern food and 
entertainment options, the vibrant capi-
tal city of Riga is a must-visit destination. 
A true pearl of architecture, marvel at the 
heritage of 800-year-old Gothic churches, 
the medieval buildings in the Old Town 
and exquisite Art Nouveau facades of Al-
berta. Riga is also an excellent place for lei-
surely shopping, particularly amongst the 
souvenirs shops and art galleries of the Old 
Town’s narrow streets.

We haven’t lost our connection to our 
roots and our environment. Around 50% 
of Latvia is covered in forest, and we are 
proud to have four national parks and nu-
merous nature parks. There’s fun to be had 
any season of the year; taking a boat trip 
on the Gauja River, enjoying the outdoors 
blanketed in snow, horse riding across un-
touched nature, or windsurfing on the spa-
cious coast of the Baltic Sea. 

Whatever you do, Latvia is best enjoyed 
slowly.

01
NATURE

02
CITY & CULTURE

Riga is gaining a reputation as a foodie 
destination. The last few years have seen 
the development of modern Latvian cui-
sine which is based on local and seasonal 
products. The modern generation of chefs 
is reinventing old recipes and creating new 
ones based on the seasonal availability of 
fresh local products. Whether Pirāgi rolls 
straight from the oven, the queen-of-the 
table fish dishes or a taste of the national 
meat, pork, there is variety and abundance 
in Latvian cooking.

04
PEOPLE &
HERITAGE

05
CELEBRATE 
SUMMER SOLSTICE 

03
GASTRONOMY

Latvia is a fascinating mix of old and new. 
Our traditions are well alive, and we still 
celebrate occasions like solstices and 
have maintained artisanal skills like weav-
ing, wood carving and pottery. The Latvi-
an Song and Dance Festival brings to life 
Latvia’s vibrant singing tradition. The 26th 
festival will take place in 2018.

Jāņi–Summer Solstace — takes place 
in June and is celebrated in nature with  
enchanting folk songs, the picking of 
wild flowers and homemade delicacies.  
Markets pop up to supply flower crowns 
and delicious foods, while women weave 
flower wreaths. The tradition sees Latvians 
stay awake all night to await the sunrise. 

5
REASONS 

TO 
V IS IT

㙹 䋑 俒 ⻋� 䬘膨笞❏껷鿪ꅽ⸈⯏怏崞⸂♶㋲峕形满娜〷괐䞕ㄤ⚥⚆私㤱螠괐呔刿♶⛘植➿繡굺ㄤ㫨坿⠅鼇乵僽⦐♶㺂ꐫ㣟涸假麉湡涸㖒㖈ꅽ⸈〳⟃鋷漾⟂➃捀⛓雙㎒涸娜〷䒊眡槕㼂껷鸏酭剤���䎃娜〷涸ㆥ暶䒭來㛔ꨣ꧌倴莍㙹涸⚥⚆私䒊眡暟⟃⿻晋⠭㝝遳♳礶篊涸倞谁遯괐呔䒊眡㢫晘ꅽ⸈❠僽⠅飑暟㖒瑭唎倴莍㙹杮瑻遳麥♳涸私䙂ㅷ㉂䏅ㄤ谁䐤⛓넓뀿莅ⴽ♶ず

荈搭괐頗 � � 䬘膨笞❏⣜搭⥃殆衽鞮㺢涸㣐荈搭须彂㕜秉剤���涸걆㕼㖳鄄喀卌銼覈刿乩剤㔋⦐㕜㹻Ⱇ㕨ㄤ⦐㢵荈搭Ⱇ㕨⟤⡦㷎眏ⵌ鏞䬘膨笞❏ず垺馱測搭䝡〳⟃⛨菻冱麉넞❏屎㖈⡑怏䑞懂涯ꨔ涸䨩㢫罟坿㖈⥃䭰⾲頗涸荈搭橇㞯꾷꼛䧴㖈㻫侎涸岚繏涸嵳嵳䁘⛨괐灶嵠
搂锸⟃➊랃倰䒭麉娜䢩崞剓腋䠮「䬘膨笞❏⛓繡

繡굺 � � ꅽ⸈⫄窡蝳䒭鷷恸飷䖤椕꺣㹐涸〡烵鵜䎃⢵刿涮㾝ⴀ⟃劥㖒儘⟂굺勞ⶾⴀ植➿䬘膨笞❏⢕긊倞♧➿涸䑉䌌荞⸂ꚽ灇⟃ⶾ倞涸掱锅䩛岁ꂂざ儘⟂倞늫劥㖒굺勞ꅾ㝖⫄窡蝳䒭搂锸僽倞늫掑醢涸띳⺫⽷繡♧穪涸눴겳蝳긊䧴字停聘굺ˋ韣聘䬘膨笞❏涸繡굺蒀껻㜖珖鞮㺢㢵垺

➃俒鼍愯 � � 䬘膨笞❏僽⦐穡ざ倞莍俒⻋涸鶵➃㕜㕼涮㾝ず儘❠岤ꅾ⫄窡俒⻋涸⥃肬⢿㥶㢚荛䣔Ⱙ崞⹛管籽加ꧨㄤꤲ㐼瘞⫄窡䩛谁➠搭⫄䪭荛➛⟂➃牟䖃渿㣐涸䬘膨笞❏姐莻眏刿⸈䕥곏字停攨䠦姐莻涸⫄窡俒⻋涸♧痧䒒Ⱉ㾂眏䣔㼟倴����䎃莊遤

㢚荛䣔Ⱙ � � 嫦䎃�剢䬘膨笞❏㖳剚莊遤㢚荛䣔Ⱙ➃字剚⟃鶵➃⹛聃涸字姐䱰䶰ꅿ蔅ㄤ荈醢繡굺䣔牝⟗㢚⢵荆䣔Ⱙ㜥⼧ⴕ攨뇀䋑꧌⡑怏✫⣘䥰蔅ⱟㄤぐ妵繡굺涸伱墂㥏㡦⦛❠䘑倴管籽蔅㕖㕜字剚䭾⫄窡侮㢹䣔牝荛㣔❮
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用ꤲ㹄
L

ithuania is the official geographical cen-
tre of Europe. Located next to the Baltic 
Sea, it is the largest of the Baltic States, 
and from a bird’s eye view, the country 

resembles a green heart. Tourists can discov-
er the country’s unique Baroque heritage and 
UNESCO sites. Lithuania is also a natural para-
dise with more than 6,000 lakes, vast expanses 
of forest covering one-third of the country, and 
dozens of well-preserved national and regional 
parks. Whether you enjoy it cycling or canoeing, 
bird watching, or indulging in a healing mineral 
water resorts or spa, Lithuania is a country to 
fall in love with. In 2018 Lithuania will proudly 
celebrate the 100-year anniversary of the resto-
ration of its independence.

㖒椚♳用ꤲ㹄贖倴姘崎涸⚥䗱⡙縨用ꤲ㹄僽岚繏涸嵳♲㕜⚥剓㣐涸㕜㹻嫹ꁈ岚繏涸嵳⥟澛溏⫹⦐笃蒀涸䗱茵假㹐㖈用ꤲ㹄腋㣁䱳程栬暶涸䊼峫⯘괐呔鼍騋ㄤ耢ざ㕜來猰俒穉籽⚆歲鼍欴鸏⦐荈搭㣔㛔刿乩剤馄麕Ⱉ⼪⦐廪屯Ⱖ䑞ꡀ涸喀卌銼覈㕜♲ⴕ♧걆㕼刿剤侸⼧⦐⥃肬䖤㹆涸㕜㹻ㄤ㖒⼦Ⱇ㕨搂锸䝡㋐姹꾷㋲鮦ⴢ栬加莽錚둷䧴湈䞕❧「燴暟影屮䏞⧺勠䧴宐派鏤倷用ꤲ㹄鿪剚⟂䝡⫙䗱����䎃用ꤲ㹄刿㼟剚ꥑꅾ䣔牝䛫䗂栬用涰鹋䎃

Vilnius, Lithuania’s capital, is known as 
the Baroque beauty of the Baltic. Its Old 
Town is a UNESCO World Heritage Site; its 
cosy narrow streets, towers of numerous 
Baroque churches and vibrant cultural life 
will enchant any visitor. Vilnius is also one 
of the few capitals in Europe that can be 
admired from a hot air balloon. 

“Lithuania. Real is beautiful.” As the tour-
ism slogan of Lithuania, these words per-
fectly encapsulate the importance Lithua-
nian citizens place on nature. Lithuania is a 
real discovery for tourists who have forgot-
ten what it means to pick mushrooms or 
berries in the forests or to experience the 
diversity offered by the year’s four seasons. 
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02
CITY & CULTURE

5
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L I T H U A N I A

㙹 䋑 俒 ⻋�� 用ꤲ㹄껷鿪笞晋秣倛鄄珖捀岚繏涸嵳涸䊼峫⯘괐螠Ⱖ莍㙹⼦僽耢ざ㕜來猰俒穉籽⚆歲鼍欴⼦Ⰹ涸遳麥杮瑻⽿莞黠罜⚂䊼峫⯘䒭來㛔卌用⸈♳㺢剤崞⸂ㄤ俒⻋孵䜂⟂假㹐搂♧♶捀⛓衽鶵笞晋秣倛⛳僽姘崎㼱侸〳⟃⛨㗂攨孵椕涸껷鿪㙹䋑

荈搭괐頗�� չ用ꤲ㹄溫㻜㽠僽繡պ僽用ꤲ㹄涸假麉〡贫㸤瑳곏用ꤲ㹄Ⱇ字㼩㣐荈搭涸ꅾ鋕⧺㥶假㹐䊺竤䘎鎹㖈喀卌酆䱰䶰豻蝇䧴悅卓䧴넓뀿♧䎃㔋㷎❜剐涸溫姻䠑纏ⵌ鏞用ꤲ㹄⥃阮腋䪪ⵌ瘸呪
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Lithuanians excel at taking the best of 
every season and turning it into wonder-
ful meals. You find this everywhere, from 
household kitchens to fancy restaurants 
run by famous chefs. More Lithuanian 
gastronomic experiences are to be found 
on the Beer Route, the Milk Route, which 
includes milk baths, and the Bread Route. 
Along each you can meet with villagers to 
hear their stories, learn traditional produc-
tion methods and sample delicious prod-
ucts and produce.

04
PEOPLE &
HERITAGE

05
THE AMBER  
SEASIDE

03
GASTRONOMY

Lithuanian theatres, galleries and concert 
halls are vivid with artistic life and repre-
sent Lithuania’s rich heritage. Even the Old 
Town of Vilnius can be treated as a cosy 
Baroque art gallery under the open sky. 
In 2018, the Song and Dance Festival will 
take place in Lithuania; an event included 
in the UNESCO World Heritage List. 

The Lithuanian seaside is cloaked with 
legends about the amber that washed 
up on the shore. Visitors can go on am-
ber hunting sea trips, enjoy amber amu-
let craft workshops or visit an amber spa. 
The Curonian Spit, a 98 km-long, curved 
sand-dune separating the Curonian  
Lagoon from the Baltic Sea coast is among 
the top beaches in the world according to 
the Lonely Planet. 

繡굺�� 搂锸僽㹻䏭䑉䨼鼩僽歋衽そ䑉䌌⚺椚涸螠뜩귭䑼䝡剚涮植用ꤲ㹄➃鿪乲Ꟁ䪾嫦㷎涸儘⟂굺勞醢⡲䧭♧麥麥⢕긊蕰⟃㉷ꂋ暋㥘⺫䭍暋㥘嵮ㄤ띳⺫捀⚺겗❧「用ꤲ㹄繡굺㼟ⴽ剤♧殤넓剚刿〳稣聃勠字鏰铞荈䊹涸佦✲㷸绢⫄窡涸醢⡲倰䒭⟃⿻ㅷ㒂繡涸굺ㅷㄤ鴍欴ㅷ

➃俒鼍愯�� 用ꤲ㹄涸ⷜꤎ谁䐤ㄤ怵㤉䑼⯏怏谁遯孨㕠韍䗚用ꤲ㹄乩剤鞮⾩涸俒⻋娜〷笞晋秣倛莍㙹劥魨䊺〳鄄鋕捀莞黠涸ꪫ㣔䊼峫⯘괐呔谁䐤⡲捀耢ざ㕜來猰俒穉籽⚆歲鼍欴そꏗ崞⹛涸姐莻眏㼟倴����䎃㖈用ꤲ㹄莊遤

楊梵嵳憺�� 用ꤲ㹄涸嵳鼹豪询衽珏珏ꡠ倴楊梵鄄尣♳䁘鼹涸⫄铞假㹐〳⟃莅嵳♳䩧丅楊梵⛓假⸈楊梵隌魨痘䊨谁㖷䧴❧「楊梵影屮呏亙շ㷑栬僤椕ո䏨晋倛尪㏠捀Ꟁ��Ⱇꅽ涸䓞䕎尪⚊䪾岚繏涸嵳嵳䁘ㄤ䏨晋倛悼廪ⴕ僽⚆歲♳涸갥秹嵳抂⛓♧
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꼛Ⱖ갾

T
he undiscovered touristic treasure of Macedonia 
is a small but beautiful country in the heart of 
the Balkan Peninsula in Southeastern Europe. 
An indicator of its size, in just an hour’s drive you 

can trade skis for a swimming suit. Stretching over 25,800 
thousand square kilometres, it encompasses 38 moun-
tains with 20 pristine peaks over 2000 meters high. It’s rich 
in natural reserves with three national parks, 43 endlessly 
blue lakes and the famous Vrelo cave– the country’s deep-
est at over 212 metres. Travelling through the country, na-
ture will surprise you at every turn offering an unexpected 
multitude of colours and amazing landscapes.
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Skopje, the capital city, presents its 2000-
year historical heritage alongside a bus-
tling modern metropolis. The capital paints 
a vibrant contrast between old and new 
and in just a few steps you’ll be taken back 
in time. Take a walking tour through its Old 
Bazar, stroll the sixth century stone bridge 
on a sunny day, or explore Kale fortress. 
Skopje is a charming city and a perfect 
place to pass the time.

Macedonia offers ideal conditions for var-
ious sports and recreational activities such 
as mountain climbing, mountain biking, 
rock climbing, paragliding, kayaking, hunt-
ing, fishing and skiing. The country is the 
perfect choice for lovers of extreme sports. 
Travelling by bike is an ideal way to see the 
country at a slower pace, all you need is 
the thirst for a challenge! 

01
NATURE

02
CITY & CULTURE

Macedonia is a country of gourmands 
and exclusive gastronomy. Experience an 
amazing range of flavours that will increase 
your appetite from the first bite. Different 
foods have been prepared and served 
during various periods of time, but tradi-
tional fish dishes such as the Ohrid trout 
remain a firm favourite today. A country of 
pristine wines from the time of Alexander 
the Great, one thing that has not changed 
for thousands of years is that the best 
homemade wine in the Balkans is always 
from Macedonia!

04
PEOPLE &
HERITAGE

05
LAKE OHRID

03
GASTRONOMY

Macedonia tells a story that takes you from 
the ancient period to the present day. It is a 
crossroads of different cultures and civilisa-
tions and home to over 4000 attractive ar-
chaeological sites. The archaeological site 
Plaosnik is the heart of ancient Ohrid and 
one of the holiest places in Macedonia. It 
is also home to the first Slavic University in 
Europe, built in the tenth century. 

Witness the beauty of the 4-million-year 
old Lake Ohrid, protected by UNESCO as 
a natural heritage site. Its unique ecosys-
tem is home to over 200 endemic water 
species, including the famous Ohrid trout. 
As well as catching sight of this blue pearl, 
the city of Ohrid – known as The City of 
Light–is home to 365 churches (one for 
every day of the year!) from the 17th and 
19th centuries. This has earned it the mon-
iker “Jerusalem of the Balkans”.

5
REASONS 

TO 
V IS IT
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M
ontenegro’s stunning moun-
tain landscapes and transpar-
ent blue sea welcome travel 
enthusiasts to one of Europe’s 

most exciting destinations. This is a place 
where travellers can escape the crowds 
and feel a true sense of freedom. Rugged 
mountains, medieval relics and pristine 
beaches edging the Adriatic all await the 
visitor. The rich cultural icons of its fortress-
es, minarets and churches each lend clues 
to its rich and fascinating history. Montene-
gro is bordered by Serbia, to the southeast 
Kosovo and Albania, Croatia and Bosnia 
and Herzegovina to the west and separat-
ed from Italy by the Adriatic Sea. 

랱㿋乩剤㡭뜩㿋兞ㄤ幢惽証话涸嵳峕僽姘崎剓⟂➃劍䖊涸湡涸㖒⛓♧鸏酭僽假麉䠦㥪罏黇ꨆ籗㓝䠮「溫姻荈歋涸㖒倰假㹐〳湈䞕넓뀿䃷䇰涸㿋腠⚥⚆私鼍騋⟃⿻❏䖤ꅽ❏嵳屡䁘秫域涸嵳抂㜄㡁㼺㝝ㄤ來㛔刿僽랱㿋涸俒⻋㕬垦豪わ랱㿋彂黇崩Ꟁ涸娜〷랱㿋莅㝱晋笞❏䱺㡝匌⽂鿈鸮䱺猰程将⿻晋䊼㽳❏銯⽂鿈鸮䱺⯘繏㖒❏⿻岚倛㽳❏ㄤ랱㝱ㆥ笞齡罜❏䖤ꅽ❏嵳䕹䁘㽠僽䠑㣐ⵄ

Experience Montenegro’s wild beauty 
and take a deep breath, as some 3,000 
kilometres of biking trails are mapped out 
and waiting to be explored. Montenegro 
has five national parks of widely contrast-
ing characteristics: Lovćen; Skadar Lake; 
Durmitor; Biogradska Gora; and Prokletije.  
These parks represent almost 10% of 
the whole territory of Montenegro and 
are perfect for various nature tours. The  
jagged Montenegrin coast, with more 
than 70 beaches and a length of around  
290 km, offers much more than just a 
beach vacation.

01
NATURE

5
REASONS TO 
V IS IT

M O N T E N E G R O
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Montenegro’s several medieval towns 
seduce their visitors with a picturesque 
setting and a warm Mediterranean atmo-
sphere, wrapped up in charming historic 
surroundings: Ulcinj, a former pirate town; 
The seaport of Bar in the south; Budva, 
known for its sandy beaches and nightlife; 
The fortified town of Kotor, a UNESCO 
World Cultural Heritage site; The coastal 
town of Herceg Novi. Whichever city you 
explore, there’s plenty to discover.

02
CITY & CULTURE

Don’t miss any of the tastes of Montene-
grin cuisine from the coast to the north. A 
taste of the Mediterranean lies Montene-
gro’s holy trinity– fish, wine and olive oil. 
The cuisine of highlanders can be found 
in the north: cream cheese, kačamak, and 
prosciutto all served on wooden trays. 
This is all perfectly followed by rakija, the 
country’s homemade brandy. Nothing 
compares to the simple pleasure of tasting 
Montenegrin cuisine on terraces overlook-
ing its sea or lake shores.

04
PEOPLE & HERITAGE

05
MUST-SEE MUSIC 
FESTIVALS

03
GASTRONOMY

Whether you experience Montenegrin 
hospitality on the beach or its highlands, 
you’re sure to meet its charming and con-
vivial residents. The citizens of Montene-
gro are known to be generous, particularly 
in regards to food, and if you are invited  
for a meal expect to be fed until you can-
not move!

Apart from the benefits of being able to 
enjoy the sunny weather, cultural monu-
ments and natural beauties, summer in 
Montenegro also offers a prime oppor-
tunity to visit its famous music festivals. 
Whether an admirer of jazz, lover of classi-
cal, a rock fanatic, or folk music enthusiast, 
unforgettable festival experiences for all 
ears are waiting in Montenegro.
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P
oland is a country of mixed cultures and numer-
ous attractions. One can find everything here:  
alpine style landscapes; wide beaches; clean lakes; 
deep forests; and world-class historic monuments.  

Poland’s natural environment makes sporting activities 
accessible throughout the entire year. Poland is a country 
capable of meeting the expectations of the most discern-
ing visitor, whether the museum explorer, gallery pursuer, 
concert-hall goer; culinary foodie, or modern shopper. 
In many regions of Poland, there are natural sites pre-
served in their primeval state rarely encountered in other 
parts of Europe. The numerous activities, unique facilities  
and great value for money definitely make Poland a  
country worth considering for your next visit, meeting or 
incentive trip.
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For those wishing to experience Polish 
urban life, there are many beautiful Polish 
towns. Krakow, the country’s cultural cap-
ital, is home to great theatres, galleries, 
cafes, pubs and restaurants. The maritime 
city of Gdansk, with its gentle climate and 
beautiful coast and Gothic churches, is 
the perfect side-side spot. Or Wroclaw, 
on the banks of the Oder River, with 
its not-to-miss Salt Market Square and  
elegant townhouses. 

Many sites of nature in Poland are unique, 
not only to Europe but to the globe. Dis-
cover the enchanting beauty of the mo-
nadnocks in the Owl Mountains or the Bi-
alowieza Forest, where you can encounter 
the European bison now rescued from ex-
tinction. Poland has picturesque rivers and 
plenty of lakes. Wieliczka Salt Mine’s de-
posits are a natural phenomenon, and the 
mine itself is a world cultural monument on 
UNESCO’s World Heritage List.

01
NATURE

02
CITY & CULTURE

For many, food is one of the most import-
ant reasons to visit Poland. Apart from the 
classic pierogis, borscht, and bigos, make 
sure you try some typical Polish sweets 
such as jam-filled pączki (Polish dough-
nuts), glaze-topped sernik (Polish cheese-
cake) or makowiec (poppy seed cake –  
traditionally served during Christmas).

04
PEOPLE &
HERITAGE

05
HOME TO 15 UNESCO  
WORLD HERITAGE SITES 

03
GASTRONOMY

In the homeland of composers Chopin and Penderecki, 
the enthusiasts of the arts will find a rich calendar of cul-
tural events. The highlights of the Polish music seasons 
include: the Ludwig van Beethoven Easter Festival in War-
saw; the Krakow Jewish Culture Festival; Warsaw Autumn 
International Festival of Contemporary Music; and the 
worldwide known Chopin International Piano Compe-
tition. The good-hearted Poles love having guests over. 
If you visit a Polish home, you’ll be treated like a family 
member straight away.

Poland boasts 15 unique UNESCO World Heritage Sites 
you simply cannot miss. From the ancient Bialowieza For-
est to the picturesque historical Old Towns of Warsaw 
and Krakow and beautiful medieval castle in Malbork, the  
largest building made of brick in the world. Poland at-
tracts visitors with its unusual outdoor locations, gardens, 
and the most valuable wooden churches – a testimony to 
the artistry of old craftsmen and religious sites still bustling 
with life. 
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��⦐耢ざ㕜來猰俒穉籽⚆歲鼍欴涸䨾㖈㖒 � �岚貽乩剤��⦐栬暶⿻♶〳ꐫ麕涸耢ざ㕜來猰俒穉籽⚆歲鼍欴搂锸僽〢罉涸嫲❏将笞羳稟喀卌괐兞㥶殥涸螠尪ㄤ⯘䬘猰㣗莍㙹鼩僽⡙倴꼛晋㜄椕剓㣐⟃煴䒊䧭涸⚥⚆私㙹㜄♧䖒♶腋ꐫ麕岚貽⟃ꬌⳝ涸䨩㢫兞럊蔅㕨ㄤ剓捀棇顜涸加䒊來㛔䒸假㹐涸岤䠑⡲捀�莍儘䊨⻠䪮谁涸鋅阮鸏❉㸻來㜥䨾儘荛➛傈⣜搭�➃⢵➃䖃窄糋♶穪
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繏꼛㖒❏
C

ountryside, medieval cities, rich  
cultures and traditions, quaint photo-
genic villages, Romania is a country 
with plenty of surprises in store. Roma-

nia is home to a distinctive and unspoilt natural 
scenery. It boasts 27 natural parks and protected  
natural reserves, as well as the Danube Delta  
Biosphere Reserve, a UNESCO world heritage 
site. Home to one-third of Europe’s caves, and 
35% of Europe’s natural springs, adventurous 
activities are naturally followed by rest and relax-
ation. Exploring Romania, you’ll find everything 
from rural and adventure tourism to health and 
wellness to monastery tours and city breaks. 

繏꼛㽳❏僽끇㋐怏鯺涸㕜䏞ꀀꅿ⚥⚆私�㙹䋑鞮⾩涸俒⻋ㄤ⫄窡礶篊㥶殥涸勠蛅�䥰剤湈剤繏꼛㽳❏涸荈搭괐⯕ꬌ䌢栬暶�罜⚂⥃肬葻㥪Ⱏ剤� �⦐荈搭Ⱇ㕨ㄤ荈搭�⥃隌⼦⟃⿻耢ざ㕜來猰俒穉籽⚆歲鼍欴涸�㢵榧屎♲錬崎欰暟㕖⥃隌⼦繏꼛㽳❏乩剤�⡥姘崎♲ⴕ⛓♧涸峯瑐涰ⴕ⛓♲⼧❀涸�㣔搭㑑屮㖈繏꼛㽳❏竤娜♧殤ⱎꦖ麉髠�剓㥪⠅귢欰䜂搂锸僽龟㢫假麉莅ⱎꦖ假玑⥃⨴귢欰麉錒⥜麥ꤎ䫈䧴㖈㙹䋑⩔䱳程繏꼛㽳❏〳閗ぐ䒭Ⱖ黠⟂➃❧「

Known for the Germanic architecture of 
its old town and its Medieval walls and 
towers, the town of Sibiu in Transylvania 
is also home to the International Theatre 
Festival– ten days of music, parades and 
emotions, brought together by artists and 
participants. A celebration of theatre, art, 
traditional food and joy, the festival is a 
place where you can make friends from all 
over the world. 

A museum of biodiversity, the Biosphere 
Reserve of the Danube Delta enchants visi-
tors with its thousands of species of plants, 
trees, birds and fish. This UNESCO World 
Heritage currently includes seven groups 
of monuments and sites in Romania, in-
cluding the Danube Delta.
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NATURE

02
CITY & CULTURE

5
REASONS 

TO 
V IS IT

R O M A N I A

㙹䋑俒⻋�� ꐣ嫲捦僽暶貽銯檳㽳❏涸♧⦐㙹ꔩ⟃莍㙹涸傈羮剋䒊眡⟃⿻⚥⚆私晘㠗ㄤ㝝垜耂そ⛳僽㕜ꥹ䨡ⷜ眏涸⚺鳵㖒럊鸏갪渿✲捀劍⼧傈ꨣ꧌谁遯㹻ㄤ⸈罏ツ桐갉坿邍怵ㄤ䊣麉孵孨넞恭⡲捀♧⦐갲䳓䨡ⷜ谁遯⫄窡繡굺ㄤ⫄久姹坿涸崞⹛䝡❠〳⟃穡陏⢵荈⚆歲ぐ㖒涸剦

荈搭괐頗�� 锸欰暟㢵垺䚍㢵榧屎♲錬崎欰暟㕖⥃隌⼦〳閗⺫繏蠝剤⼦Ⰹ�Ⱏ剤侸⼪珏嗃暟埠加둷겳ㄤ눴겳�欰Ꟁㄤ喌䜂⟂假㹐湡♶内窍湡�繏 꼛 㽳 ❏ Ⱏ 剤 ♬ ⦐ 〢 髖 鼍 㖧 秝 Ⰵ�耢 ざ 㕜 來 猰 俒 穉 籽 ⚆ 歲 鼍 欴�㢵榧屎♲錬崎姻僽Ⱖ⚥⛓♧
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In Romania, you can find vineyards with 
hundred-year traditions and interna-
tionally awarded wines. The continental  
climate, with hot summers and cold win-
ters, the soil, the exposure to sunlight and 
the warmth of the Romanian soul are key 
factors determining the quality of several  
extremely valuable – and palatable –  
Romanian wines.

04
PEOPLE &
HERITAGE

05
HIGH INTERNET 
SPEED

03
GASTRONOMY

Romania’s true charm comes in meeting its 
people. The locals not only welcome you 
into their country but their homes and their 
lives. Their authentic and warm behaviour 
helps visitors to get a sense of belonging 
and discover the true culture and identity 
of Romania.

In a world where we are one click away 
from what we want, high-speed Inter-
net is a necessity for each tourist desti-
nation in order to make its guests feel at 
home. That’s why nine cities in Romania 
are among the top 15 cities in the world 
with the highest download speed of fixed 
broadband internet connections.

繡굺 � � 繏꼛㽳❏♶⛘涰䎃娜〷涸⫄窡袖蟏㕨渿欴蹏耫㕜ꥹ涸袖蟏ꂋչ拨㢚㺯Ⱶպ涸㣐ꤷ䚍孵⦬⸈♳肎将㕼㡝⯏尬ꤿ⯕⟃⿻繏꼛㽳❏➃涸攨半捀ꅦ醢暟馄䨾⧩㹆倴Ⰵ〡涸袖蟏ꂋⶾ鸤⮛葻哭⟝

➃俒鼍愯�� 殹䝡䱺鍸繏꼛㽳❏➃䩞腋僈涯鸏⦐㕜䏞涸溫姻눃⸂䨾㖈殹㖒➃♶㋲姹鵔假㹐ⵌ鏞➮⦛涸㕜㹻刿姹鵔輑Ⰵ➮⦛涸㹻㕨ㄤ欰崞➮⦛溫䷛影䞕涸莊⹛雊假㹐频荛㥶娝涮䱡繏꼛㽳❏涸溫㻜俒⻋ㄤ暶颶

넞鸠✽耢笪�� 魨贖չ♧䭾⽰剤պ涸儘➿넞鸠✽耢笪僽嫦⦐假麉湡涸㖒雊假㹐频荛㥶娝涸䗳ㅷ姻㔔㥶姽㖈椕㔿笪鸮箁♴鯺鸠䏞剓䘰涸��⦐㙹䋑⚥�繏꼛㽳❏⡥剤Ⱖ⚥�⦐넓顦假㹐䨾
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㝱晋笞❏

S
erbia extends over the territory 
of Southeast Europe, the Dan-
ube River basin and the Balkans.  
The country provides the shortest 

link connecting Europe, Asia, the Near East 
and the Mediterranean. Serbia is ancient 
and contemporary, traditional and exotic, 
with mountainous scenery contrasting its 
lowland lying plains. Today, Serbia offers 
tourists a rich and diverse nature, a variety 
of valuable cultural-historical monuments, 
and a mixture of indigenous and global  
influences reflected in the country’s  
architecture, art and gastronomy.

S E R B I A

㝱晋笞❏걆㕼䒂⠽ⵌ匌⽂姘㢵榧屎�崩㚖ㄤ䊼晋䎍㖒⼦⟃剓瀊涸騟玑鸮䱺衽姘崎❏崎鵜匌ㄤ㖒⚥嵳㝱晋笞❏䲵ざ〢罉ㄤ植➿⫄窡ㄤ殯㕜䞕锅㿋⼦괐⯕莅⡜㖒䎂⾲✽湱鰜僦儘荛�➛傈㝱晋笞❏捀假㹐䌟⢵鞮㺢㢵垺涸�荈搭橇㞯ぐⰨ⭆⧩涸俒⻋娜〷〢髖⟃⿻輑ざ劥㕼ㄤ椕괐呔涸䒊眡�谁遯ㄤ繡굺
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Serbia is one of the oldest European coun-
tries dating back to the 7th century. During 
its rich history, the Serbian territory was a 
land of Neolithic settlements, Roman em-
perors and Medieval rulers. The treasures 
that have been found in many archaeologi-
cal sites can be viewed at various museums 
around the country.

Serbia is a land of action and adventure. 
Welcome to the homeland of wavy slopes, 
fragrant meadows and lush forests. Wheth-
er it is the flat north or soaring highlands, 
you will find beautiful contrasting scenery 
in every location. Serbia is an all-in-one 
package for those seeking an adrenalin 
rush, as well as one of Europe’s greatest 
biodiversity hotspots.

01
NATURE

02
CITY & CULTURE

Serbia’s food is at the heart of its people 
with an abundance of fresh produce – 
mostly organic with something for every-
one’s taste including vegetarians. Each 
region has its own speciality signature dish-
es. Viticulture in Serbia goes back over one 
thousand years, there are eight wine pro-
ducing regions in Serbia and over 50 vari-
eties of grapes are grown for wine-making.

04
PEOPLE &
HERITAGE

05
SERBIAN EVENTS 

03
GASTRONOMY

Serbia is a country of passionate 
open-hearted cheerful people and smiley 
faces. It does not take long for foreign vis-
itors to Serbia to discover the hospitality, 
kindness, openness and warmth of the 
country’s residents. They say hospitality is 
Serbia’s number one trademark, encapsu-
lating the great Balkan energy, vibe and 
friendly people.

Serbia is a country of numerous music, 
theatre and film festivals, literary events, 
sporting competitions, carnivals and 
events that cherish and characterise the 
traditional national creativity of its people. 
Events throughout the year are varied, and 
popular festivals include EXIT Festival, Bel-
grade Beer Fest, Nisville Jazz Festival, and 
the Guca Trumpet Festival.

5
REASONS 

TO 
V IS IT

㙹䋑俒⻋�� 㝱晋笞❏僽姘崎剓〢罉涸�㕜㹻⛓♧娜〷〳鷆彸荛Ⱇ⯋♬⚆私�㝱晋笞❏娜〷鞮㺢剎竤僽倞瀖㐼儘➿涸�翹㾀㖒⛳僽繏꼛䋷㕜ば⚺ㄤ⚥⚆私�窡屛罏涸㿂㖒㕜ぐ㖒⽈暟긭㾝爚✫�䖰滞㢵罌〢鼍㖧⚥涮植涸俒暟㼂询

荈搭괐頗 � � 㝱晋笞❏僽⹛䠮ⱎꦖ⛓㖒假㹐〳冱麉㞯Ⰹ躋蹄涸㿋㗗蓸蔊涸�虋㖒ㄤ薳㺙涸喀卌搂锸僽⻍鿈涸䎂⾲鼩僽耭用涸넞㖒嫦贖㖳剤䨔搭♶ず涸鶵➃繡兞㝱晋笞❏僽㋐姹㼦ꦖ䱳㣼涸➃㡦涸㖒⛳僽姘崎欰暟㢵垺䚍剓�鞮㺢涸攨럊⛓♧

繡굺 � �繡굺倴㝱晋笞❏➃⢵铞⡥⼧ⴕꅾ銴涸⡙縨殹㖒渿欴倞늫鴍欴ㅷ�㣐㢵僽剤堥鴍⡲暟稇굺罏⛳腋䪪ⵌ痘ざ〡涸굺勞㝱晋笞❏ぐ㖒⼦�㖳剤荈䊹涸暶蒀䬸晦蝳刿剤馄麕�♧⼪䎃珏嗃袖蟏涸娜〷湡剤�⦐袖蟏ꂋ欴⼦珏嗃馄麕��珏袖蟏

➃ 俒 鼍愯�� 㝱 晋 笞 ❏➃⯏怏攨铇�䚍呔晊剽䗱竤䌢䱦衽疮茁㢫假㹐〫瀊冾鸊殆㝱晋笞❏♶ꨈ涮植殹㖒㾀字攨䞕㥪㹐㊥㗞桧影䞕峕形㝱晋笞❏➃钢捀㥪㹐⛓麥僽鑪㕜涸痧♧㣐㉂垦䕥곏ⴀ䊼晋䎍➃崞⸂⯏尬琎噲姻ㄤ㊥涸暶颶

㝱晋笞❏渿✲�� 㝱 晋 笞 ❏⚺鳵鏪㢵갉坿䨡ⷜㄤꨶ䕧眏俒㷸崞⹛넓肬飓✲㎗䎃螠ㄤぐ䒭ぐ垺涸渿✲ꅾ鋕ㄤ䕥곏⫄窡字停ⶾ鸤⸂㝱晋笞❏䎃⚺鳵♶ず겳㘗涸崞⹛㥶&9*5갉坿眏頺晋呔蟛䗞㉷ꂋ眏㽳➊昽㡦갉坿眏ㄤㄲ䜄㼭贫갉坿眏㖳僽㣐「姹鵔涸渿✲
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倛峫⠄⯘Ⱏㄤ㕜
S

lovakia is truly a unique country–
nowhere else can you find just 
about everything contained within 
such a relatively small territory–

natural wonders, historical monuments,  
a rich folk culture, unique technical attrac-
tions, and entertainment right on the busy 
city streets. You can admire the most ex-
tensive medieval fortress complex in Cen-
tral Europe; the easternmost Western-style 
cathedral; the tallest wooden Gothic altar 
in the world; the largest river island in Eu-
rope; the only aragonite cave in Europe; 
and the only cold water geyser in Slovakia  
and a rarity in Europe. Holidaying in  
Slovakia is never a bad idea. 

倛峫⠄⯘僽溫姻栬♧搂✳涸㕜㹻ˋ㕜㕼�♶皿鼒ꡀ⽿꧌荈搭㣼錚娜〷鼍髖�慮⾩字⤺俒⻋倴♧魨⸈♳栬暶涸䪮遯兞럊ㄤ㢵㪨㢨ꅷ涸㙹䋑㫨坿崞⹛㜖珖�莊⚆搂꧱倛峫⠄⯘乩剤⚥姘剓㣐涸�⚥ ⚆私㜄㡁纈⡙倴剓匌鼹涸銯䒭�㣐來㛔椕剓넞涸加醢ㆥ暶䒭牺㠢�姘崎剓㣐涸屎䃋㈔♧涸俒瀖峯⟃⿻�姘崎縂鋅㕜㈔♧涸Ⲉ宐㑑屮穪㼩僽⟂➃坿罜䘎鵦涸庋⧺錚⯕㖒

In spite of its long, exciting history, Bratisla-
va is one of the world’s youngest capitals. 
In the past, it was the coronation town of 
18 Hungarian Kings and Queens, including 
Maria Theresa. The coronation festival in 
Bratislava is nowadays an authentic re-en-
actment of the original ceremony, based 
on historical records.

The High Tatras–a UNESCO Biosphere 
Reserve since 1993–are the smallest High 
Mountain Range in the World featuring 
rich fauna containing the Tatra chamois, 
a goat-antelope species and one of the 
world’s most precious creatures. The area 
has the highest placed accommodation in 
Central Europe, with apartments located 
at 2,634 meters above sea level. 
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S L O VA K  R E P U B L I C

㙹䋑俒⻋� �䋒䬘鶔倛䬘檳乩剤䝑Ꟁ鰜摖涸娜〷⽿ず儘僽⚆歲♳剓䎃鰋涸껷鿪⛓♧娜〷♳䋒䬘鶔倛䬘檳僽��⡙⺱暆ⵄ㕜桬ㄤ涽た⸈ⱒ涸㙹ꔩ殹⚥⺫䭍槈뜩❏˙暶ꅽ讍㥏涽儘荛➛傈䋒䬘鶔倛䬘檳⸈ⱒ眏呏亙娜〷鎹ꏗ䪾⾲㨥⭑䒭涸渿屣ꅾ植

荈搭괐頗�� 넞㝝暶䬘㿋荈����䎃饱鄄捀耢ざ㕜來猰俒穉籽欰暟㕖⥃隌⼦僽⚆歲♳剓㼭涸넞㿋腠乩剤鞮㺢涸�⹛暟纈⺫䭍鄄鋕捀⚆歲♳棇獺⹛暟⛓♧涸㝝暶䬘繶繙넞㝝暶䬘㿋⡙倴嵳䬫����碜僽⚥姘㖒剓넞涸⡞贖
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Slovak gastronomy is renowned for its ex-
cellent sweet poppy seed delicacies. One 
that must be tasted, is the Bratislava roll 
with rich poppy seed or walnut fillings. The 
delicacy has been popular since the 16th 
century and is protected by the European 
Union’s Traditional Specialty Guaranteed 
certificate.

04
PEOPLE &
HERITAGE

05
A CASTLE  
SUPERPOWER

03
GASTRONOMY

In winter, it is possible to experience the 
Krňačkové races, where people ride in a 
traditional wooden sleigh, turning simple 
sledging into an exhilarating experience. In 
summer, a haunting atmosphere and good 
fun is guaranteed at the International Festi-
val of Ghosts and Spirits at Slovakia´s most 
picturesque castle, Bojnice. 

Slovakia has as many as 220 castles and 
castle ruins. Not enough? Then add its 425 
chateaus to the mix. Spiš Castle is one of 
the ten largest castles in the world. And 
the whole world knows the terrifying story 
of the bloody Countess Elizabeth Bathory 
from Čachtice Castle.

繡굺 � � 倛峫⠄⯘繡굺⟃ⴀ蒀涸欬緫磴碱蝳䒭꼦そ殹⚥䋒䬘鶔倛䬘檳⽷僽ꬌ鑑♶〳涸繡굺⽷Ⰹꅦ剤慮龐涸緫磴碱䧴呍呠긝俲荈��⚆私⟃⢵♧湬幀「姹鵔刿䖤ⵌ姘湅⫄窡暶蒀欴ㅷ⥃阮剅⥃肬

➃俒鼍愯�� 㖈Ⱶ㷎假㹐〳⸈ꨔ培㣐飓䠮「⛨㗂⫄窡加醢ꨔ培倴ꨔ㖒굳꼦涸ⵞ慨넓뀿㖈㢚㷎假㹐〳䖃倛峫⠄⯘繡뜩㥶殥涸岚羳㽳ⴗ㙹㜄⸈㕜ꥹ뇬䚓眏䠮「牟猽뇬눃涸孵孨ㄤ坿馱

㙹㜄䓽㕜 � � 倛峫⠄⯘乩剤㢵麨���⦐㙹㜄ㄤ㙹㜄鼍㖧⸈♳���⦐ꂋ蛅ꤏ㺂렳渿倛淼➊㙹㜄僽⚆歲⼧㣐㙹㜄⛓♧�過舟⠭昽㣗➃⟻뜩蛏涯˙䊼䩯ꅽ莅䜄饟㷎䱰㙹㜄涸끇䡯佦✲刿僽莊⚆�涼濼
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倛峫俒㽳❏

F
eel SLOVEnia. Welcome to the only country in the 
world that bears LOVE in its name. Situated in the 
southern part of central Europe, Slovenia is just 
two hours away by car from Venice and three from 

Vienna. Although small, Slovenia is a land of natural beau-
ty and diversity where the warm Mediterranean breeze 
rolls in towards the Alps and where mountains, rivers and 
thermal waters combine to create one of the greenest nat-
ural playgrounds on earth. This is a country that embraces 
adventure and discovery in the natural world and one that 
is committed to sustainable development. 

姹鵔ⵌ鏞⚆歲♳㈔♧そ㶶乩剤չ䠦պ涸㕜㹻4-07&�O JB䠮「倛峫俒㽳❏倛峫俒㽳❏⡙倴⚥姘⽂鿈�騅ꨆ㪮㽳倛ㄤ笞⛳秝⫦Ⰽ㼭儘ㄤ♲㼭儘鮦玑걆㕼ꧪ♶鼒ꡀ⽿⯏怏荈搭繡兞ㄤ㢵垺䚍䖰㖒⚥嵳罜⢵涸影军䗏괐オぢ晋⼻倛㿋腠罜㿋腠屎崩ㄤ影屮❠✽湱穡ざ䕎䧭㖒椕♳Ⱖ⚥♧⦐剓㣔搭涸㣐荈搭坿㕨倛峫俒㽳❏姹鵔㣐㹻䖃Ⱖ荈搭⚆歲娜ꦖㄤ�䱳程ず儘荞⸂䲀⹛〳䭰糵涮㾝
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There are many towns and cities rich in 
cultural heritage and tradition in Slove-
nia. The country’s capital, Ljubljana, is a 
romantic yet vibrant city. Its long history 
dating back more than 2000 years can be 
discovered by foot or by bike. Maribor, the 
second-largest city, is a home of the oldest 
grape vine in the world. 

Over 60% of Slovenia’s lands are covered 
with forests. There are several natural 
parks, bright rivers and enchanting lakes; 
Lake Bled being the most romantic of 
them all. Beneath the country’s surface, 
the mysterious Karst hides over 10,000 
caves; the largest is Postojna Cave. The 
Slovenian coastal towns have preserved a 
picturesque mixture of the Mediterranean 
and inland influences.

01
NATURE

02
CITY & CULTURE

From simple plates to complex dishes, 
contemporary Slovenian cuisine is based 
on local traditions and several European 
cultural influences. Some of the best-kept 
secrets in Slovenia are its natural and arti-
sanal wines. Slovenia is also the home of 
Ana Roš, World’s Best Female Chef 2017.
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PEOPLE &
HERITAGE

05
HEALING WATERS

03
GASTRONOMY

Slovenia is often described as a small 
country, but Slovenes, inspired by nature 
and global opportunities, keep pushing 
boundaries in sport, science, business, art 
and cutting-edge technologies. It is no sur-
prise that Slovenia is always among coun-
tries with the highest number of Olympic 
medals per capita.

Slovenia is rich with thermal mineral water 
springs. Their healing powers were first 
discovered by the Romans 2000 years 
ago. Today 15 certificated natural spa re-
sorts and many wellness centres combine 
the power of natural healing factors, the 
tradition of balneology, and contemporary 
medical approaches in beauty, into health 
and well-being programs.
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A
bundant with tourist attractions, Guizhou 
is rapidly developing its tourism assets and  
diligently building its tourism brand:  
Mountain Park, Colorful Guizhou. The prov-

ince is becoming renowned as a scenic destination for 
ultimate relaxation among international tourists. Guiyang, 
the capital of the province, has been credited as “China’s 
Best Summer Destination” multiple times, with its mild 
climate and refreshing breezes. All counties in Guizhou’s 
province are connected by high-speed railway and ex-
pressway, making it effortless to travel between Guizhou’s 
various attractions safely and conveniently. 
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Besides its biological diversity rich in fauna 
and flora, Guizhou is also home to stun-
ning ancient towns, villages and bustling 
urban centers. Explore the winding path-
ways and wooden-stilted houses of Xijiang 
Qianhu Miao Village, the drum towers and  
traditional singing in the Zhaoxing Dong 
village near Liping, or Qingyan Ancient 
town for the ultimate experience of  
thousand years old Chinese culture.

Guizhou is famous for its soaring moun-
tains and beautiful waters. It is also home 
to three world heritage sites: the Karst 
landscape in Libo; the Red Cliff in Chishui; 
and Yuntai Mountain in Shibing County. 
Fanjing Mountain has been listed in the 
UN Human and Biological Protection Cir-
cle, and other world-famous scenic sites 
include the Huangguoshu Waterfall, the 
Hundred-Mile Azalea Forest and ten-thou-
sand hectares of tea Farms.
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02
CITY & CULTURE

Guizhou is the homeland of China’s na-
tional liquor, Moutai. This gourmet para-
dise offers mountains of luxury food, fresh 
river fish and specialty snacks. Guzihou is 
also home to the largest tea farm in China 
which produces some of the finest quality 
teas available worldwide.
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TREASURE
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There are 56 ethnic groups living in Chi-
na. 17 of them are indigenous to Guizhou. 
Different peoples living in harmony have 
helped Guizhou earn the titles “Multi-
cultural Thousand Island” and “Ethnic 
Bio-Museum”.
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In 2016, Guizhou completed a compre-
hensive survey covering all of its tourism 
resources. Over 82,700 tourist sites were 
identified with 51,600 pending for de-
velopment. Tourists can expect to meet 
mountains, valleys, caves and wetlands. 
Out of Guizhou’s 88 counties, 72 possess 
high-quality hot springs. Guizhou holds 
enormous potential and is well positioned 
to develop all-region tourism. 
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